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Make expressive curving frames, 

block designs, and spine 

foundations for feathers 
Mix and match all the curves, rotating and flipping them around a center 

point for endless frames.  Echo lines accurately with 1/4 or ½” lines.  Use a 

marker to perfectly place any alignment lines on an underlying grid.  Pair the 

curved edges with straight lines or arch components for limitless design 

potential.  Design directly on the quilt with only registration lines, or use a 

drawing wheel to reproduce the quilted line on paper or pre marking on 

fabric. 

  

Create overlapping 

lines with smooth 

loop twists by using 

any inside S curve.  

Mark the alignment 

line with a small dot 

of sharpie marker 

and match the 

alignment to a 

radiating grid 

alignment point. 

Design blocks with 

radiating grid with at  90 

and 45 degree to the 

center point.  Use an 

alignment dot on each 

grid line and mate a 

chosen curve shape 

exactly to that point.  

Mark each alignment line 

where it touches the 

underlying grid with 

sharpie.  Remove sharpie 

with an alcohol wipe. 



Design ideas 

 

Curving frames with ¼”, ½” or asymmetrical echoes made easy 

Use as many underlaying grid lines that rotate around the center as your design space allows.  Mark a registration point directly on 

the grid line, and match the alignment line of the ruler precisely to that point.  The stitching will be ¼” offset, allowing for perfect 

alignment.  Quilted frames can overlap, or, by pre-drawing them with wash out pen, be made to intertwine with each other.  Be 

creative with all the different edges of the rulers.  Follow the same process to create unique frame elements in borders.  Use a fine 

tip sharpie marker to draw on the smooth side of the acrylic for easy alignment, simply remove it with an alcohol wipe as soon as 

possible. 



 

Use the curves to create beautiful, consistent feather spines 

Create beautiful flowing feather spines for the perfect feather foundation!  Quilt a single spine, or shift the ruler slightly to create an 

even, double spine to creatively fill.  

 

 

 


